
waiting area solutions



ALTEK ITALIA DESIGN 

is an Italian manufacturing company dedicated to the 
study of innovative and original furniture for all the common 
areas, included lounge, work and public spaces.

which have been involved since 1920 in the production of 
furniture.

The passionate study and dedication in developing 
exquisite Italian design products has been the reason for 
the success of Altek Italia Design. 

The high reputation gained in the international arena has 
led the company to work with over forty Countries all over 
the World.

1920
In their artisan 
workshop Giuseppe 
Baggio and his son 
Vittorio Senior start 
to manufacture 
wooden chairs with 
handmade straw 
seats

1940
The workshop 
becomes the 
“Baggio Vittorio & 
Figli” Company.
They create and 

wooden kneeling 

adjustable deck chair

1960
Vittorio Baggio Junior 
with his brother Carlo 
and his sister Maria, 
establish the “I.S.E.A 
Baggio” company 
and begin to make 
metal chairs that 
shortly will start to be 
exported abroad

1980
The company 
achieves its highest 
expansion and 
becomes Italian 
market leader with 
a daily production 
of 7.000 chairs and 
tables, exported all 
over the world

1990
Franco and Silvia 
Baggio join the 
father Vittorio and 
create the Altek
brand, a new line 
of patented articles 
designed with the 
most prestigious 
Italian and European 
designers.

2000
The brand Altek 
becomes “Altek Italia 
Design” with focus 
on research and 
development with 
new collection for 
common spaces 
characterized 
by modularity & 
innovation





ALA
Seating for gate lounges and public areas

Modular, safe, innovative. 
The premium waiting room range with lots of options.

Waiting at the highest level, comfortable and safe for
the guest and maintenance-friendly for the operators. 

Thanks to its modular structure, it’s very adaptable: 
the system can be connected at right angles, 
back-to-back or in rows one behind the other.

Add to this the appropriate finishes for contract use 
and the right materials: cast aluminium base and arms, 
aluminium structure, first quality hard-leather or synthetic 
leather.

Power supply via power sockets, easy to reach, 
mounted on the side of the seats so that the waiting 
passengers can recharge their mobile phone, 
batteries or hook up their laptops.

Poduct protected by international patent.
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ALA | Armrest details





ALA | Beam configuration





ALA | Alternative armrest and power supply details





ALA | Gate lounge area



MOLECOLA
Modular seating system for public areas

This versatile modular system consisting of only 
four organically shaped elements gives a touch of 
originality and evokes a much more informal and playful 
atmosphere to the public waiting and lounge areas.

The attachable elements offer a wide variety 
of possibilities for pleasant space creativity. 

The result is an harmonious language of forms 
expressed by its sinuous curves and circles. 

A further special feature: you can sit or 
relax on different sides of the sofa. 

This creates new spatial landscapes ideally suitable 
for lounges, atriums and waiting areas.
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MOLECOLA | Possible modular configuration





MOLECOLA | Possible modular configuration



CUNEO
Bench system for waiting areas

Minimal design, continuation of sinuous lines for this 
collection of versatile and functional bench for waiting 
areas. 

The frame is made of wood, upholstered in leather or 
fabric.
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CUNEO | Possible modular configuration





CUNEO | Bench and pouf details



HUB
Modular seating system for public areas

HUB is a system of sofas and other elements, which can 
be recomposed, generating different transit or waiting 
areas in a game of soft interlocking shapes.

The advantage of this a modular sofa system is the 
possibility to create a more fitting solution to the area’s 
requirements by fitting together the available modules 
into the desired configuration. 

The modules include, but are not limited to: 
armrests, backrests, seat elements, ottomans, 
planters and magazine rack. 

These are available in different finishes and colours.
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HUB | Gate lounge area





HUB| Possible modular configuration



LIBRA
Lounge chair for public areas

Versatile and compact chair with a curved and cosy seat, 
like a nest.

Durable and solid for contract use but comfortable and 
warm like a domestic lounge chair. It can be upholstered in 
leather, synthetic leather or fabric.
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LIBRA | Gate lounge area



ARACNO
Sofa for waiting areas

ARACNO has its own strong personality 
and it is not just a soft, versatile and functional sofa. 

This interesting sofa places the spotlight on the spaces 
thanks to its incredible integration power.                                                           

Steel structure in chrome finish and upholstered 
seat and back in leather or fabric.
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ARACNO | Gate lounge area





ARACNO | Sofa for waiting areas



SINAPSI
Modular soft seating for public and transit areas

Minimal design for unlimited possibilities of connection to 
create different lines and new shapes.

Its superb strength and durability, makes it the ideal 
solution for high traffic, intensive use reception areas and 
public spaces.

Sinapsi offers incredible versatility: as a bench can be 
linked or unlinked and it can be easily reconfigured.

The structure is in steel and the wooden seat can be 
upholstered in a large range of fabrics, synthetic leather or 
real leather.
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SINAPSI | Multiple configuration





SINAPSI | 



ERMES
Table for public and transit areas

This small table is ideal for public transit area, where 
communication and privacy are necessary.

The soundproof panel, covered with synthetic leather or 
fabric, guarantees discretion whether you had to make a 
call or you just had to check your personal documents.
The power socket, without any visible cable, is the 
essential detail for your mobile devices.

The steel structure and the acrylic-stone top make this 
small table perfect and durable for contract use. 

Product protected by international patent
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ERMES| Cluster configuration





ERMES | Power supply and soundproof panel details





technical
specifications



103 x 60 x h56 83 x 35 x h68 60 x 83 x h12 83 x 83 x h12

60 x 83 x h12 60 x 60 x h12 83 x 23 x h36 83 x 23 x h24 103 x 95 x h68 hseat 40

200 x 80 x hseat 40 ø 80 x hseat 40

210 x 80 x h71 210 x 195 x h71 x hseat 40

seat width 60 x hseat 42 x 58 h 82 / 100 ALA

HUB

MOLECOLA

CUNEO230 x 89 x hseat 43130 x 80 x hseat 43



LIBRA 78 x 70 x h70 hseat 38

ERMES

ARACNO 275 X 150 X h76 hseat 43

115 x 78 x h76 

SINAPSI 230 X 200 X hseat 43
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Altek Italia Design Srl
Via Vegri, 40 | 36010 Zanè (VI) Italy
tel +39 0445316500 
www.altekitaliadesign.it
info@altekitaliadesign.it


